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We appreciate your business and hope you enjoy your
Samuel Jackson Oil-Fired Humidaire Unit

This manual contains information on the installation, startup, and operation of your Humidaire
Unit. Included is information on:

• Electrical installation.
• Water supply and drainage.
• Humidaire Unit dimensions.
• Maintenance and troubleshooting.

When taking delivery of your new Humidaire Unit, take a moment to familiarize yourself with the
location of the less obvious items in the shipment. This service manual is normally shipped in the
BOX OF CONTROL PARTS. Included in this box is the 19000 Remote Temperature Control, air
temperature thermocouple, and thermocouple extension wire. If your Humidaire Unit will be used
to add moisture to lint cotton,  a 14900A Lint Flue Scanner will also be included in this box.

We suggest that you check the contents of the box of  control parts and then store them in a safe
place until installation time. This will help prevent some of the items from being misplaced or being
used for other jobs. Humidaire Unit installation will then go smoothly with no delays waiting or
looking for missing parts.

If the Humidaire Unit is part of a Samuel Jackson Conditioning Hopper Moisture System, more
detailed information, for your system, will be shipped to you under separate cover.

IS STARTUP ASSISTANCE PROVIDED?

Depending upon your location, a startup and inspection service may be provided with your new
Humidaire Unit, free of charge, by Samuel Jackson, Inc. Please contact us to make arrangements
or for questions regarding startup services.

In the future when you require service, technical support or parts, contact us by phone or fax. Our
engineers and service people are available to assist you in obtaining the best performance from
your Samuel Jackson, Inc. products.

Again, thanks for choosing a Samuel Jackson Oil-Fired Humidaire Unit

SAMUEL JACKSON, INCORPORATED
MAIL: P.O. BOX 16587    LUBBOCK, TEXAS 79490

COURIER: 3900 UPLAND AVENUE   LUBBOCK, TEXAS 79407
TELEPHONE 806-795-5218 OR 800-862-9966

TELEFAX 806-795-8240



HU-60-1260  OIL-FIRED  HUMIDAIRE  UNIT

The Samuel Jackson Humidaire Unit  generates
warm humid air which carries water vapor to
cotton fibers in a form which is quickly and
uniformly absorbed. Samuel Jackson Humidaire
Units have been in extensive use since 1959.

Humid air can be applied at various places in the
gin plant. Humid air applied to lint just before the
bale press reduces the force required to press out
uniform bales and increases lint turnout.

Humid air applied to the cotton just before the gin
stand restores moisture to dry and brittle fiber
before fiber-seed separation. This reduces short
fiber generated by the gin saws. In very dry
climates, humid air applied to seed cotton during
pre-cleaning reduces static electricity problems
that impede cotton flow.

This model incorporates a microprocessor to
handle combustion controls, diagnostics and
automatic self-test routines. Diagnostics include
automatic testing of electrical interlocks,
automatic gas valve leak testing (dual fuel model),
and monitoring of the water system (water tank

level, pump rotation, overload relay, scanner
adjustment, and conductivity control adjustment).

The dual digital temperature control allows
precise, independent control of the air and water
temperatures. This control allows the ginner to
obtain desired levels of moisture while
eliminating most condensation problems at night
or in cold weather.

All parts of the spray chamber are quickly
accessible through a large access panel.  The mist
eliminator, nozzles, float valve, and water tank
screen are easily serviced.

• • POSITIVELY ELIMINATES STATIC

• • REDUCES STRAIN ON PRESS

• • ELIMINATES TIE BREAKAGE

• • PRESERVES THE STAPLE LENGTH

• • IMPROVES TURNOUT

SPECIFICATIONS

At full throttle and 4000 CFM air delivery:
Burner input capacity .................... 3,000,000 BTU/Hr
Kerosene consumption .......................... 23 US Gal/Hr
Natural gas consumption (Dual Fuel) ..... 3,000 CF/Hr
Propane consumption (Dual Fuel) ......... 35 US Gal/Hr
Water evaporation............................... 240 US Gal/Hr
Water evaporation (with bleed-off) ...... 290 US Gal/Hr
Minimum water pressure.................................. 15 PSI
Normal fuel gas pressure (Dual Fuel) ................. 5 PSI
Minimum fuel gas pressure (Dual Fuel) ............. 4 PSI
Standard Electrical Power:

480 Volts, 3 Phase, 60 Hz
380 Volts, 3 Phase, 50 Hz

Drainage facilities should be provided for water
drainage of 1000 US Gal/24 Hrs (typical).
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What’s new in the HU-60-1260 for experienced humid air users?

The following information is for those users with experience using older model Samuel
Jackson Humidaire Units who are making the transition to the HU-60-1260.  New
features and differences in operation are briefly summarized.  More detail on specific
features and options can be found in this manual under the appropriate section.  In normal
circumstances, the user may safely use the factory settings that are preprogrammed in the
Humidaire Unit.

Enhanced and Traditional Operation Modes -  A new unit will arrive ready to operate
in the enhanced mode of operation. This is a new mode of operation that reduces pump
cycling and speeds up response time following a pause in ginning.  Control action in the
enhanced mode is as follows.  When cotton flow stops, the water pump continues to run
and the water valve moves to the closed position placing the unit in a “standby” state. If
cotton flow resumes within 1-1/2 minutes, the valve position is restored and humid air
returns quickly to the system.  If 1-1/2 minutes pass without cotton, the water pump is
turned off until cotton flow is sensed once again.

Traditional operation is identical to the normal operation of older Humidaire Units.  In this
mode, the water pump is turned off each time cotton flow stops.  This has the advantage
of immediately stopping all humid air output from the unit (as opposed to a gradual
decrease over a period of 1 to 1-1/2 minutes.  It has the disadvantage of taking several
minutes to stabilize the system after the water pump and controller are restarted.
Traditional mode of operation may be needed when operating a Humidaire Unit on an
unforgiving system or in a cold climate.

The mode of operation may be selected at step number 7 in the test program.  See the
TEST SEQUENCE OPERATION section of this manual for details concerning this
procedure.

Warmup Time Delay - Older Samuel Jackson Humidaire Units use a dedicated time
delay relay to prevent the water pump from operating until enough time has passed to
warm up the system.  This prevents problems associated with a sudden rush of humid air
into a cold system.  The HU-60-1260 is preprogrammed for a 90 second warmup time.  If
this needs to be changed, the procedure for making this adjustment is described in the
SETTING THE INTERNAL TIME DELAY RELAYS section of this manual.

PLC Control and Diagnostic System - The HU-60-1260 Humidaire Unit uses a PLC
control system.  Several of the diagnostic routines and control sequences used on the HU-
60-1260 are similar to present model Samuel Jackson gas and oil-fired heaters and the
HU-60-1250 gas-fired Humidaire Unit. These similarities are not coincidental.  Once you
have learned the passcode routine to access the test program in the HU-60-1260, the
identical passcode routine can be used on all Samuel Jackson products.
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The diagnostic and specialized control actions performed by the PLC are many and varied.
Although operation of the unit is simple, we recommend that the user take a few moments
to familiarize himself with some of the diagnostics and automatic self-test routines that
occur in the background.

These codes and automatic test routines are described more fully in the ERRORS &
ALARMS EXPLANATION section of this manual.

Timed-Response-Under-Temperature (TRU-Temperature) Diagnostic System - The
prior model of Humidaire Unit (Model HU-60-1200) was equipped with a “double digital”
temperature control that permitted independent control of air and water temperatures.
For operators that understand the information shown on the digital temperature
controllers, this feature provides a convenient display of the condition of the Humidaire
Unit’s water spray chamber.  For example, if the actual water temperature cannot get
close to the desired water temperature, something is wrong with the system and humid air
output will be low. Typically, the problem may be one or more clogged water spray
nozzles or a similar maintenance problem.

The HU-60-1260 preserves the double digital temperature control system and enhances its
operation by alerting the operator automatically when a problem occurs in water
temperature. The temperature control system is programmed with a permissible tolerance
in regard to water temperature (This tolerance level can be changed and/or locked by gin
management).  When the tolerance level is exceeded, the unit is automatically shut down
with a diagnostic code indicating that a water temperature problem is present. This
shutdown occurs after a 30 minute grace period to give the Humidaire Unit time to
approach the water temperature requested by the operator. This control action, coupled
with the grace period, gives the diagnostic its name, Timed-Response-Under-Temperature
(TRU-Temperature).  Read more about this in the TRU-TEMPERATURE DIAGNOSTIC
SYSTEM section of this manual.

Digital Conductivity Control System - Prior models of Humidaire Units have provided a
basic conductivity control system. The new digital system provides a precise display of
water conductivity and provides tight control of water salinity based on this reading.
Seasoned Humidaire users will be surprised at the reduction in cleaning necessary to keep
the spray chamber in good condition.  Let the TRU-Temperature system tell you when to
clean the unit’s spray chamber.  See the DIGITAL CONDUCTIVITY CONTROL
SYSTEM section of this manual for more information on setting this controller.
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HUMIDAIRE  UNIT  OPERATION

HOW DOES THE HUMIDAIRE UNIT WORK?

Air is drawn into the Humidaire Unit and around
a burner head that heats the air. This hot air
enters a stainless steel water spray chamber. In the
spray chamber, the hot air is scrubbed, cooled and
humidified by a large volume of water circulated
through stainless spray nozzles by a 5 HP pump.

Zig-zag mist eliminator baffles at the top of the
spray chamber allow humid air to leave while
retaining water droplets. An external fan (not
included) transfers the warm humid air to the
place in the gin where it is applied to the cotton.
As the water is evaporated from the tank, a float
valve refills the tank. A conductivity control
system constantly monitors this remaining water
and operates a purge/refill cycle to keep the water
fresh for low maintenance.

Adjustment of the relative humidity of air from
the Humidaire Unit controls the amount of
moisture applied to the lint. Relative humidity is
controlled with two digital temperature controllers
that give the operator independent control of the
dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures. The closer
these two temperatures are together, the higher
the relative humidity.

One controller regulates the burner fuel valve to
control the dry-bulb (air) temperature. The other
controller regulates a stainless butterfly valve for
throttling water flow to the spray nozzles. Water
flow through the nozzles controls the wet-bulb
(water) temperature. The section HOW DO I SET
TEMPERATURES? gives more details on setting
these two temperatures.

HOW DO I TURN IT ON?

The Humidaire Unit is turned on by momentarily
turning the Humidaire Burner START-STOP
selector switch to the right and releasing it.  This
can be done either at the remote station or at the
"LOCAL PANEL", shown in Figure 1. The
LOCAL PANEL is located in the Humidaire
Unit’s upper cabinet.  When initially starting the
heater, we recommend attempting to start it at the
local panel so that any ALARM/ERROR codes
can be observed for troubleshooting.

After the switch is turned and released, the
STATUS light should come on indicating that the

combustion control computer is thinking.  After
approximately 30 seconds, the burner will attempt
ignition if no problems are encountered.  If
ignition fails, the heater controls will
automatically make two more attempts following
appropriate air purge delays.

Once flame is established, the system will start
warming up. There is a 90 second (default)  delay
that prevents the water pump from coming on
(even if the scanner reports cotton in the lint flue
riser) during this period.

TIP

Many ginners normally turn the Humidaire Unit on first in the gin startup sequence to give
additional warmup time for enhanced operation.
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WHY IS THERE A DELAY AFTER I TURN IT ON?

When the STATUS light comes on, the
combustion control computer begins opening and
closing valves to test the integrity of various safety
switches located in the heater's control cabinet. If
it finds a problem with one of these devices, it
alerts the operator with an ALARM/ERROR code
that corresponds to the problem.

These diagnostics are performed every time the
Humidaire Unit is started. They continue during
operation and approximately 15 minutes after
shutdown.

ALARMS and ERRORS are described more fully
later in this manual.  They are also outlined
briefly on a decal at the control cabinet.
ALARMS will warn the operator for 5 minutes
and ERRORS will cause an immediate shutdown.
The STATUS light at the remote control station
will blink once every two seconds to indicate an
ALARM and once per second to indicate an
ERROR.

TIPS

Always leave power on the Humidaire Unit during gin season.  There is a permanent memory in the
combustion control computer  that remembers when you turned off the power and did not  permit the
computer to check the various safety switches and gas valves (Dual Fuel only).   It will result  in ERROR
41 after 6 shutdowns with no safety check.

To prevent lightning damage to the surge protector and controls in the off season, it is a good idea to
turn power off to the control cabinet until it is needed again.

                       Figure 1 -  LOCAL PANEL                          14-3569.2
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HOW DO I SET THE TEMPERATURES?

Air and water temperatures are set independently
on the 19000 Humidaire Control. Referring to
Figure 2, the left digital controller displays the air
temperature and controls the burner fuel valve.
The right digital controller displays the
temperature of the water in the tank and controls
the water modulating valve.

There are two temperatures displayed on each
controller at all times during operation. The
bottom number is the desired temperature. It is
called the setpoint temperature (SP). The top

number is the measured temperature. It is called
the process variable (PV).

The temperatures are set using the UP ARROW
and DOWN ARROW buttons on each controller.
Flame must be established at the burner before the
air temperature controller comes on and the air
temperature can be changed. Likewise, the water
pump must be running before the water
temperature controller comes on and the water
temperature can be changed. The last setpoint
temperature is remembered by the controller.

HOW DO I CONTROL THE AMOUNT OF MOISTURE OUTPUT?

The closer the air and water temperatures are to
each other, the more humid the air becomes. This
increases the moisture added to the cotton. When
these temperatures are too close together,
excessive condensation can occur and create
problems.

Many ginners set the air temperature at 125 F
[49 C]. They move the water temperature closer to
the air temperature until the cotton becomes
sluggish on the lint slide, then back off the water
temperature a little. When ginning at night or in
cold, damp weather, lower the water temperature
a little. It will not be possible to raise the actual

water temperature to more than about 3 degrees F
[2 C] above the air temperature.

If desirable humidification is not reached at 125 F
[49 C], or if moisture condenses, try raising the
air temperature a few degrees. Then re-adjust the
water temperature. Call the factory if problems
persist.

The maximum SP temperatures for the controllers
are preset at 155 F [66 C] at the factory. The
ability to add more moisture into the air at
temperatures above 155 F [66 C] is marginal.
Operating the Humidaire Unit at high
temperatures will also shorten its life.

         Figure 2 - 19000 HUMIDAIRE CONTROL      14-3569.3
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WHAT IS THE “TEST PROGRAM”?

The “Test Program” can be activated by a
qualified service man to test a new installation.
This program allows the serviceman to proceed
step-by-step, through a series of tests where
individual components of the Humidaire Unit can
be calibrated and adjusted. Several of the default

settings such as pre-heat time can be changed in
the test program.

The test program is also performed on each new
Humidaire Unit before it leaves the factory. It is
described fully in the TEST SEQUENCE
EXPLANATION section of the manual.

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE AT THE END OF THE SEASON?

During the last days of the ginning season, we
recommend using our Powdered Acid Descaler
(part number 14000) to assist in removing scale
from the piping and spray chamber of the
Humidaire Unit. We also recommend using the
descaler periodically during the ginning season if
excessive scale buildup is noticed.

When the unit is finished for the season, wash any
sludge from the tank. Use the drain outlet to

empty the tank. Also wash and scrub the strainer
screen in the bottom of the water tank as well as
the mist eliminator above the spray chamber. Use
the plug in the bottom of the water pump to drain
it.

Use an air hose to blow dust buildup off burner
duct, water pump and fuel valve assemblies. Cut
off  the fuel supply.

TIPS

While the Humidaire Unit is at rest, the water tank can be automatically pumped down to a level of a few
inches by the following procedure. Turn off the water supply to the Humidaire Unit. Press the JOG
WATER PUMP button to turn on the water pump.  While holding this button, press the RESET button
momentarily.  Now release both buttons.  The pump will run until cavitation begins. The water purge
valve will open automatically to evacuate the tank contents to the drainage system.

IS THERE ANYTHING I CAN DO TO ENHANCE PERFORMANCE?

In areas where the weather is sometimes cold
during ginning season, insulating the humid air
pipes and the lint slide is a good idea. This will
usually allow the air and water temperatures to be
set closer together, enhancing operation.

The Humidaire Unit comes with a removable plate
on top of the square burner duct. This is to
accommodate an accessory called the 16920 Hot
Air Mix Valve. This motorized valve, with its
own digital temperature controller and
thermocouple sensor, can be used to apply dry air

to surfaces subject to condensation. Some
installations have this to supply heat to a jacket
surrounding the lint slide surfaces. Installations
applying moisture into special battery condensers
may also use this dry air to dry off the condenser
screen.

If a handheld moisture meter is desired, Samuel
Jackson offers the Delmhorst Model CM-2. Probes
are available to measure cotton moisture using a
bale probe, module probe, or cup.
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TRU-TEMPERATURE  DIAGNOSTIC  SYSTEM

Background

The prior model of Humidaire Unit (Model HU-
60-1200) was the first Oil-Fired Humidaire
System to display actual water temperature for the
benefit of gin personnel. This was an
improvement over prior models that provided no
temperature display.

On the HU-60-1200, if the actual water
temperature is far below the desired water
temperature, this is shown on the display, but not
always understood by the operator.  Instead of
adding moisture to the fiber, this condition dries
the fiber because of the low relative humidity of

the heated air.  In gins where personnel
understand the significance of the water
temperature and monitor the water temperature
display closely, excellent performance is achieved.

The TRU-Temperature diagnostic on the HU-60-
1260 Humidaire model is designed to monitor
water temperature for the operator.  By
performing this function, it provides consistent
performance from the Humidaire Unit for all
users, experienced and novice, by prompting
personnel when a water temperature problem
occurs.

TRU-Temperature Explained

TRU-Temperature stands for  “Timed Response
Under-Temperature”.  It is designed to notify
users when a common problem occurs with the
HU-60-1260 Humidaire Unit --  low water
temperature.  Low water temperature can be
caused by clogged water nozzles, a
malfunctioning float valve, a problem with the
Humidaire burner,  a problem with the water
pump, or other potential problems.  Water
temperature is the most important variable to be
watched while monitoring the performance of a
Humidaire System.

To assist the ginner in watching the water
temperature, the TRU-Temperature logic monitors
the difference between the desired water
temperature and the actual water temperature.
When this difference exceeds a preset maximum
value, an alarm indication is shown on the remote
water temperature controller display (see Figure
3).  If this condition persists for more than 30
minutes, the Humidaire Unit is turned off and
diagnostic code ERROR 47 is shown at the
Humidaire’s diagnostic panel, see Figure 4, (in
the electrical control cabinet) indicating a code
corresponding to a TRU-Temperature shutdown.

  Figure 3 - WATER  TEMPERATURE  CONTROLLER    14-3569.6
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Naturally, when the unit is first started with cold
water, this alarm condition is indicated on the
remote water temperature display. This is normal.
If the spray chamber is clean and the system is in
good shape, this alarm indication will disappear
approximately 15 minutes after the Humidaire
reaches operating temperature.

The alarm indication will also be seen when
adjusting water temperature significantly upward.
Again, this is normal and no shutdown will occur
if all is well in the spray chamber.

If the ginner does not understand that the water
temperature cannot significantly exceed the air
temperature, he may enter a desired water
temperature well above the air temperature
setpoint.  This situation will ultimately result in a
TRU-Temperature shutdown.  The ginner needs to
be instructed in the proper setting of air and water
temperature setpoints. The HUMIDAIRE UNIT
OPERATION section of this manual  provides
guidance for setting air and water temperatures.

Special Features

The TRU-Temperature system may be fine-tuned,
disabled, or electronically locked to a set
temperature deviation.  The Samuel Jackson
service representative providing startup service
will set the controls to the preference of gin
management.  The following describes factory
default settings.

The water temperature differential is set at 5
degrees C from the factory.  This means that if the
actual water temperature is unable to come within
5 degrees of the water temperature setpoint after
30 minutes of operation, the TRU-Temperature
shutdown will occur.  This value is NOT
electronically locked with a passcode and may be
changed by a trained serviceman.

Some examples of fine-tuning follow. For
demanding applications, it might be desirable to
narrow the differential to two or three degrees C.
This will shut down the unit if only one or two
nozzles become clogged in the spray chamber.
This would be a good choice if water quality is
excellent and the unit is cleaned daily as part of
the gin routine.

If water quality is bad,  maintenance is irregular,
or nuisance tripping is a problem, the differential
can be increased to 7 or 8 degrees C or more.
Note that the performance of the unit is only
marginal at this level.  If the differential must be
increased beyond 8 degrees C, a serious evaluation
of water supply alternatives and maintenance
routines should be made.

        Figure 4 - DIAGNOSTIC  PANEL      14-3569.5
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UNDERSTANDING  THE
DIGITAL  CONDUCTIVITY  CONTROL SYSTEM

A Humidaire Unit performs only as well as its
spray chamber.  If water cannot get to the hot air,
efficiency will be sacrificed and moisture content
of the fiber will suffer.  The number one enemy of
the spray chamber is mineral buildup from
evaporated water.

The HU-60-1260 is equipped with a unique
combination of a digital conductivity controller
(see Figure 5) working in concert with the unit’s
PLC-based diagnostic system.  Together, this
combination helps battle the problem of scale
buildup in the spray chamber and keeps the unit
working efficiently.

The system senses the mineral buildup in the
water tank by measuring water conductivity.
When this buildup becomes too high, it opens a
purge valve and releases water to the drainage
system.  This water is immediately replaced with
fresh water by the float valve. While this system
does not lessen the need to regularly clean the
spray chamber, it will greatly reduce the work
involved in this cleaning.

The Purge Valve Control switch should normally
be set to the AUTO position.  This position will
enable the conductivity controller and PLC
diagnostics to control the purge valve.  An ON
and OFF position are provided to facilitate testing
of the purge valve and override automatic features
if needed.  The OFF position should be used when
cleaning the spray chamber with 14000 Powdered
Acid Descaler to avoid wasting the acid before
cleaning is complete.

In order for the conductivity control system to
work with maximum effectiveness, keep the
adjustment cock (located just after the purge
valve) completely open.  The cock is provided to
limit the flow rate from the unit’s purging system
in the event that higher flow rates cannot be
accommodated by the gin’s drainage system.

Note that the reading of the digital conductivity
controller, located in the upper cabinet of the
Humidaire Unit, will rise quickly when the unit is
warming up.  The reading will approximately
double in value within 15 minutes.  This is
normal.

           Figure 5 - DIGITAL CONDUCTIVITY CONTROLLER   14-3569.7
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CONTROLLER CALIBRATION

The controller is externally calibrated to read the correct conductivity at the normal operation temperature
of the Humidaire Unit (127 F). To calculate the water conductivity setpoint from a cold water reading,
multiply the cold water reading (with fresh water only) by a factor of  “2” and add 0.5 to the result
(EXAMPLE: Cold fresh water reading is 0.60.  [(0.60 X 2)] + 0.5 = 1.70 which is the calculated setpoint
for water conductivity).  The .5 constant is not critical and can be adjusted up or down depending upon
water quality.

The procedure outlined in Table 1 is used to change the conductivity setpoint. This operation will
normally be performed only once on the Humidaire Unit unless water quality changes substantially.

When conductivity rises above this setpoint value,
the purge valve will open and the red indicator
light on the conductivity control will illuminate to
show that the purge valve is energized. On
occasion, the operator may see this light come on
without the action of the conductivity controller.
This is normal.  The PLC diagnostic system is
working with the conductivity controller to help
keep the spray chamber clean.

If the conductivity control system has not opened
the purge valve during the past two hours of water
pump operation, the PLC overrides the
conductivity controller and provides a minimum
purging cycle.  If the purge valve manual override
switch is set to the OFF position, this automatic
purging will not occur.

Similarly, the conductivity control system is
monitored for prolonged water purging.
Maximum continuous purging is one hour. If this
is exceeded, the PLC will provide diagnostic code
number 27 “CONDUCTIVITY CONTROL ON
FOR OVER 1 HOUR”.  This code occurs as an
alarm condition which will not shut down the
Humidaire Unit, but will warn the operator.  This
alarm will be automatically cleared after 5
minutes of display time. To remedy this condition,
check the adjustment cock on the purge valve to
insure that it is completely open. Check the
drainage system and verify that purged water is
flowing freely to the drain.

Changing the Conductivity Setpoint

• Press the HI SET button on the conductivity controller and hold it.
 
• While holding the button, turn the tiny adjustment screw located next to the HI SET button and

observe the change in the setpoint shown on  the display.
 
• When the setpoint is correct, release the HI SET button.  The display returns to normal operation and

the new setpoint is entered into memory.

Table 1
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ERRORS  AND  ALARMS
HU-60-1260 OIL-FIRED  HUMIDAIRE

(ERRORS  SHUT  DOWN  BURNER,  ALARMS  WARN  FOR  FIVE  MINUTES)

CODE  ERR/ALM DESCRIPTION

20 E AIR FLOW SWITCH NOT OFF IN 24 HOURS

21 A LOW AIR FLOW, INTERMITTENT

22 E LOW AIR FLOW, > 3 SECONDS

23 A UNSTABLE SCANNER OPERATION

24 E OIL HIGH PRESSURE

25 E OIL LOW PRESSURE

26 E OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCH NOT WORKING

27 A CONDUCTIVITY CONTROL ON FOR OVER 1 HOUR

28 E LOW ATOMIZING AIR PRESSURE

29 E ATOMIZING AIR PRESSURE SWITCH NOT WORKING

30 E MODULATING MOTOR FAILS TO GO TO LOW FIRE

31 E MODULATING MOTOR FAILS TO OPEN

32 E LOW COMBUSTION AIR PRESSURE

33 E COMBUSTION AIR PRESSURE SWITCH NOT WORKING

34 E HIGH TEMPERATURE CONDITION

35 E EXCESSIVE FLAME FAILURES

36 A FLAME WAS NOT ESTABLISHED

37 A FLAME FAILED DURING OPERATION

38 E FLAME SIGNAL BEFORE FUEL BEFORE SPARK

39 E FLAME SIGNAL BEFORE FUEL DURING SPARK

40 E FLAME STAYS TOO LONG AFTER SHUTDOWN

41 E NO LEAK TEST PERFORMED, LAST SIX SHUTDOWNS

42 E GAS LOW PRESSURE (DUAL-FUEL MODEL)

43 E ATTEMPT TO START WITH NO FAN INTERLOCK

44 E AIR FLOW SWITCH BYPASSED

45 E LOW WATER PRESSURE

46 E WATER PRESSURE SWITCH FAILURE
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ERRORS  AND  ALARMS
HU-60-1260 OIL-FIRED  HUMIDAIRE

(ERRORS  SHUT  DOWN  BURNER,  ALARMS  WARN  FOR  FIVE  MINUTES)

CODE  ERR/ALM DESCRIPTION

47  * E WATER TEMPERATURE LOW/ CLOGGED WATER NOZZLES

48 E WATER PUMP OVERLOAD RELAY TRIPPED

49 E FAN INTERLOCK BYPASSED

50 E CALL FACTORY

51 E GAS VALVE LEAK, UPSTREAM (DUAL-FUEL MODEL)

52 E GAS VALVE LEAK, DOWNSTREAM (DUAL-FUEL MODEL)

*  See TRU-Temperature Diagnostic System Section
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ERRORS AND ALARMS EXPLANATION
HU-60-1260 OIL-FIRED HUMIDAIRE UNIT

SOFTWARE VERSION 1.0

PRELIMINARIES -- ERRORS will cause the Humidaire Unit to shut down.  ALARMS
will permit the burner to continue operation, but will warn of conditions which may
become serious.  In each case, a number will be shown on the digital display inside the
Humidaire Unit's control cabinet.  This number will refer either to an ALARM or an
ERROR.  The number displayed will be the FIRST alarm or error to occur in a five minute
time interval.  This could mean that an ALARM code is displayed, yet the Humidaire Unit
may have shut down due to an ERROR.

ERROR 20 -- AIR FLOW SWITCH NOT OFF IN 24 HOURS.  The air flow switch
must be operated periodically to test its proper operation. If the Humidaire Unit and its fan
have run continuously for over 24 hours, the Humidaire will NOT shut down due to this
ERROR.  However, if the Humidaire is turned off and an attempt is then made to restart it
without turning off the fan, it will not start and will display ERROR 20.  The RESET
button will NOT allow restart.  The fan must be turned off and then back on to allow the
Humidaire to start again.

ALARM 21 -- LOW AIR FLOW.  This ALARM is an indication that a partial choke of
the air flow is occurring.  It is displayed when the air flow switch goes off and comes back
on in less than 3 seconds. A minor adjustment of the air flow switch setting may be in
order if this occurs.  Check all air flow sensing tubes making sure that there are no crimps
or other blockages.  Feel the air at the burner inlet to verify that a reasonable breeze is
flowing across the burner heads.  Most humid air applications use between 2,000 and
4,000 CFM of air.  A brief air flow interruption occurs when the water pump is first
turned on.  If this creates the problem, adjust the air flow switch by turning its adjustment
screw counterclockwise about 1/2 turn to make it less sensitive.

ERROR 22 -- LOW AIR FLOW > 3 SECS.  The air flow was interrupted for more than
3 seconds.  Verify proper air flow and that the door is in place on the spray chamber.
Adjust switch if necessary and see other suggestions under ALARM 21.

ALARM 23 -- UNSTABLE SCANNER OPERATION.  The lint flue scanner is not
providing a stable signal to the Humidaire Unit. This will occur when the scanner’s contact
turns off three times in less than two minutes. This condition can shorten the life of the
water pump motor and starter (in traditional operation mode) or reduce humid air output
(in enhanced operation mode).

When running in traditional mode, this alarm turns off the water pump and prevents it
from operating until the RESET button is pressed to acknowledge the condition. The
burner continues to operate to keep the system warm.
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When running in enhanced mode, ALARM 23 will not turn off the water pump and lock it
out (as the control action of enhanced operation inherently protects the water pump from
rapid cycling). After flashing the STATUS light and displaying code number 23 for 5
minutes, the alarm will clear itself with no control action taken.

Check the lint flue scanner for proper alignment in the lint flue. Check adjustment of the
sensitivity and time delay on the scanner. Set the time delay on the scanner to
approximately 2-3 seconds. Remember that when starting a new press or other machinery
that may be troublesome, it is best to leave the Humidaire Unit off until the other problems
are worked out (especially if the Humidaire is to be run in the traditional mode).

ERROR 24  -- OIL HIGH PRESSURE.  A shutdown due to this error is to prevent
rupturing the fuel line hoses from high oil pressure. Check to see if the Fuel Pressure
Relief Valve (FPR) is jammed shut or its discharge connection is closed off. If this is not
the case, check to see if the Oil High Pressure Switch (OHP) has been adjusted to a
pressure lower than the setting of the FPR.

ERROR 25 -- OIL LOW PRESSURE.  See if the fuel pump rotates when restart is
attempted. If not, press reset button on motor overload relay MOL3. If fuel pump runs,
check the following: Check for empty oil supply tank. Look for a closed valve in the
supply pipe. Clean both of the oil filter screens (in the lower cabinet and on the burner).
Check for oil leaks which could let air leak into supply pipe and cause pressure to
fluctuate. Run the test program to adjust the oil pressure. Remember that the oil pressure
determines the maximum heat output and that the oil pressure should be adjusted equal to
the air pressure. Oil pressure higher than air pressure can result in smoky operation and
difficulty in starting.

* ERROR 26 -- OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCH NOT WORKING. The Oil Low
Pressure Switch (OLP) failed to turn off when the fuel pump was off. Check the OLP to
see that its contacts have not been bridged and that it is adjusted properly. Run the test
program to check its adjustment.

ALARM 27 -- CONDUCTIVITY CONTROL ON FOR OVER 1 HOUR.  The
conductivity control is set too low, or the purge valve is not operating properly.  First,
check to see if water is flowing through the activated purge valve.   If the valve is
operating properly, check the setting of the conductivity control using fresh water in the
tank.  Consult the factory for suggested settings for this controller.

ERROR 28 -- LOW ATOMIZING AIR PRESSURE. The atomizing air pressure fell
below 30 psi. This may be caused by an inadequate air compressor, a closed valve in the
supply line or an unusual usage of compressed air elsewhere in the plant. Dependable air
pressure is essential for the proper operation of the burner. The pressure shown on the air
pressure gage in the cabinet should be equal to the oil pressure, normally about 45 psi.
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* ERROR 29 -- ATOMIZING AIR PRESSURE SWITCH NOT WORKING. In Step 5,
the Atomizing Air Pressure Switch (AAP) told the PLC that air pressure was present
although the air valve had not been opened. Check for a leaking air valve, defective AAP,
or a bridged circuit in the AAP.

ERROR 30 -- MODULATING MOTOR FAILS TO GO TO LOW FIRE. There is a limit
switch indicating when the burner is in the low fire position. The PLC demands that this
switch be ON in the low fire position and OFF as the valve opens. If burner throttle is in
the low fire position, check low fire switch adjustment. If low fire position is not attained,
run the test program to Step 5 and test the operation of the Modulating Motor (MM).
Check for proper voltage on terminals L1 and L2 of MM.

* ERROR 31 -- MODULATING MOTOR FAILS TO OPEN. This is similar to ERROR
30, and the same things should be checked.

ERROR 32 -- LOW COMBUSTION AIR PRESSURE. This error occurs when the
Combustion Air Pressure Switch (CAP) senses insufficient combustion air pressure during
certain steps of the operating program. Check for proper rotation of the combustion air
fan motor M2, and make sure the overload relay MOL2 for this motor is not tripped.
Reset MOL2 if tripped. After verifying good combustion air pressure (through the tubes
going to CAP), check for proper operation of CAP.

ERROR 33 -- COMBUSTION AIR PRESSURE SWITCH NOT WORKING. In Step
13, the combustion air fan is killed prior to trial for ignition. The pressure must fall to 1
inch w.c. (25 mm) and turn off Combustion Air Pressure Switch (CAP) within 15 seconds
or this error will be activated. Look for wrong adjustment of CAP or bridging of its
contacts.

ERROR 34 -- HIGH TEMPERATURE CONDITION AT BURNER.  This ERROR will
shut the burner down due to a high temperature condition sensed in the air inlet screen
area, above the burner head.  This temperature sensor will only be exposed to flame or
excessive heat when air through the Humidaire Unit is suddenly interrupted, causing the
flame to go in a direction other than the spray chamber.  This can be caused by opening
the spray chamber door during operation.

ERROR 35 -- EXCESSIVE FLAME FAILURES.  While the Humidaire burner is
operating, flame failures are counted (either during ignition or while operating).  When the
total comes to 3, it shuts the burner down on ERROR 35.  It is normal for an alarm code
36 or 37 to be displayed when the Humidaire shuts down due to ERROR 35.  Use this
code to determine if the problem is failure during ignition or failure during operation and
call the factory for technical assistance.

ALARM 36 -- FLAME WAS NOT ESTABLISHED.  This ALARM means that the
Humidaire burner failed to light during its ignition sequence.  See maintenance tips below.
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ALARM 37 -- FLAME FAILED DURING OPERATION.  This ALARM means that the
Humidaire burner failed after the flame had been established.   See maintenance tips
below.  Burner will automatically attempt ignition again.

TIPS

THE FOLLOWING MAINTENANCE TIPS WILL HELP TO MINIMIZE FLAME
FAILURE ALARMS:

• Clean the spark igniter if it appears dirty. Look for oil on the spark igniter.

• Check for proper clamping position of the spark igniter. See drawing for this
adjustment.

• Make sure that the oil purge in the test program was complete and that you see fuel
rising in the flowmeter without air bubbles when ignition is attempted. Verify that the
small purge cock at the burner head is closed.

• If you see a flame in the viewing window of the burner, but the flame light does not
come on, suspect a defective UV Flame Detector (MP) or a defective Flame Relay
(FLR). Unscrew MP and test it with a lighted match while watching input light 105 on
the PLC.

 

ERROR 38 -- FLAME SIGNAL, BEFORE FUEL, BEFORE SPARK.  This ERROR is
normally caused by a malfunction or tampering with the flame relay (FLR).  Check to see
if the contacts of the FLR are bridged or if the relay is jammed.

ERROR 39 -- FLAME SIGNAL, BEFORE FUEL, DURING SPARK.  This ERROR is
caused by the UV Flame Scanner (MP) seeing the spark as a flame. Remove the scanner
and verify that the small orifice disk is in front of the lens. If the disk is there, the 3mm
hole may need to be smaller.

ERROR 40 -- FLAME STAYS TOO LONG AFTER SHUTDOWN.  This ERROR
means that flame is detected for more than 15 seconds following the tolerated afterburn
period. Look at the fuel flowmeter to see if the Fuel Oil Valve (FOV) in the lower cabinet
is closing properly.  See if oil pressure is within the recommended range (30 to 50 psi).

ERROR 41 --  NO SAFETY SWITCH AND GAS LEAK TEST, LAST SIX
SHUTDOWNS.   Automatic tests for gas valve leaks (Dual-Fuel only) and bypassed air
flow switch (AFS) or fan interlock relay have been interrupted for the past 6 shutdowns.
Each time the Humidaire Unit is turned off, the PLC attempts to spend about 15 minutes
performing these tests. These tests can be interrupted by simply turning off the power or
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restarting the Humidaire Unit before the 15 minutes has ended. The PLC demands
however, that these tests be performed at least once every 7 shutdowns. If each of the past
6 shutdowns have had the tests interrupted, the PLC will not start until the RESET button
is pressed (ERROR 41 will be displayed).

* ERROR 42 --   GAS LOW PRESSURE (DUAL-FUEL ONLY).  The gas pressure is
constantly monitored by the pressure switch in the lower gas train cabinet. This ERROR is
triggered  when the pressure is below 1-1/2 PSI when the gas valves are open. Check for a
closed gas cock or ball valve in the gas line to the Humidaire Unit.

ERROR 43 -- ATTEMPT TO START WITH NO FAN INTERLOCK.  This ERROR is
caused when an attempt is made to start the Humidaire when no fan interlock relay is
present.  A fan interlock relay is supplied with the 19000 remote control to provide instant
shutdown of the burner when the humid air fan is stopped.  The installing electrician is
responsible for wiring the coil of this relay to the fan circuit.  Sometimes the installing
electrician substitutes an electrical interlock on the motor starter or a relay contact output
from a central PLC control system to accomplish the same purpose.  Any of these
methods of fan interlocking is acceptable.

ERROR 44 -- AIR FLOW SWITCH BYPASSED.  This error indicates that an electrical
signal is being received from the air flow switch with no fan interlock signal present 10
minutes after turning the Humidaire Unit off, effectively bypassing this important safety
feature.  Check the adjustment of the air flow switch (AFS) and verify its operation.

ERROR 45 -- LOW WATER PRESSURE.  Water pressure from the Humidaire Unit's
water pump is constantly monitored while the pump is running.  The water pressure
reading is taken between the pump outlet and the butterfly water valve.  If the water
pressure is not above the minimum limit at this location, the Humidaire Unit is shut down
with ERROR 45.  This pressure can be read on a gage located in the middle compartment
of the main control cabinet.  Possible causes of ERROR 45 follow:

• Water level in the tank may be too low.  Verify that the drain valve is closed. Verify
that the water supply is turned on.

 
• Water pump may be running in reverse.  Verify rotation.
 
• Overload relay of pump motor starter may be tripped.  Reset the overload relay.
 
• Pump may be impeded with trash or sludge.  Check cleanliness of tank and water

system.
 
• Water nozzles may have been removed and not replaced.  Verify presence of all 24

water spray  nozzles and end caps on nozzle header pipes.
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* ERROR 46 -- WATER PRESSURE SWITCH FAILURE.  Water pressure is being
reported while the water pump is not energized.  Use the test program (step 2) to verify
proper operation of the water pressure switch.  Input light number 1 (water pressure) on
the PLC should be off when the water pump is off.

ERROR 47 -- TRU-TEMPERATURE ERROR.
See separate TRU-TEMPERATURE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM section for more
information.  Timed-Response-Under-TEMPERATURE occurs when water temperature
is unable to reach the setpoint specified by the operator within 30 minutes of water pump
operation.  Water temperature is displayed and controlled with a digital temperature
controller located in the 19000 remote control assembly for the Humidaire Unit.  Failure
of the water temperature to reach a reasonable setpoint within 30 minutes, normally
indicates a problem in the Humidaire Unit's spray chamber.  Clogged water nozzles are a
common problem in the spray chamber.  Each time the water pump turns on or the water
temperature is adjusted by the operator, the unit has 30 minutes to approach the water
temperature setpoint before shutting down due to ERROR 47.

A reasonable temperature range has been preset in the controls to fit most situations.  If
the operator desires to fine tune maintenance practices with an adjustment to this range,
please contact the factory for assistance.  Changing the setting or disabling this diagnostic
requires no tools and can be performed easily at the remote control.  The setting can be
electronically locked if desired.

Common problems that cause the TRU-TEMP ERROR (Code Number 47) are:

• Water nozzles need cleaning.  If only one or two water nozzles are choked, water
temperature will fall and the Humidaire's performance will be impeded. With the
burner off, open spray chamber door and have a helper press "JOG WATER PUMP"
button to energize the water pump.  Carefully examine each of the 24 nozzles to
determine that all are in good shape and have no clog.

 
• The water float valve can create this problem if it malfunctions, or is improperly

adjusted.  The valve can pour cold fresh water into the tank, and subsequently out the
overflow, in a volume that prevents water temperature from reaching its normal
operating setpoint.

 
• Water temperature setpoint is higher than the air temperature setpoint at the remote

control station.  Remember that the water temperature can never go significantly
above the air temperature.  Maximum output from the Humidaire Unit is obtained by
setting the air and water temperatures approximately equal to each other.  Output is
reduced by moving the temperatures apart.  Review the Quick-Start Guide for
operating tips for the Humidaire Unit or call the factory for advice on setting
appropriate temperatures.

 
• The TRU-TEMP signal wire from the remote control may not be connected correctly.

Observing the PLC control system in the main electrical cabinet, pay close attention to
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input  light number 102.    When this input light is ON, water temperature is
acceptable to the TRU-TEMP logic.  When the light is OFF and the water pump is
running in normal operation, water temperature is considered too low.  The unit will
shut down if this condition occurs for 30 minutes without interruption.  During a cold
start, or following a significant increase in water temperature from the remote control
station, it is normal for input 102 to go out for 10-15 minutes while the water heats
up.

ERROR 48 -- WATER PUMP OVERLOAD RELAY TRIPPED.  This error may occur
while the unit is idle and first receives power, during normal operation, or during an
automatic tank purge operation.  Reset the overload relay before clearing the error with
the reset button.  This diagnostic is not active in the test program, although the overload
relay continues to protect the water pump motor.  The following should be checked before
continuing operation following this error.

• Verify setting of overload relay at 6.0 amperes.
 
• Verify voltage at one of the following, 380/50, 415/50, or 480/60.  Check for low

voltage condition.
 
• Verify free rotation of motor shaft and pump impeller.

ERROR 49 -- FAN INTERLOCK BYPASSED.  Samuel Jackson Humidaire Units are
provided with a fan interlock to provide immediate shutdown of the Humidaire Unit when
the humid air fan is turned off.  This error indicates that an electrical signal is being
received through the fan interlock with no air flow present, effectively bypassing this
important safety feature.

The external electrical connection diagram shows the fan interlock between terminals 5
and 5A on the 19000 remote temperature control.  Sometimes the installing electrician
substitutes an electrical interlock on the motor starter or a relay contact output from a
central PLC control system to accomplish the same task.  Any of these methods of fan
interlocking is acceptable.  A fan interlock of some sort must be present to avoid this
error.

ERROR 51 -- GAS VALVE LEAK, UPSTREAM (DUAL-FUEL ONLY).  This is a
serious ERROR caused by a leak in the SSOV1 valve (SSOV1 is an “upstream” gas
valve). The test program may be run to determine the severity of the leak.  See step 8 of
the TEST SEQUENCE EXPLANATION section for details. If severe, contact the factory
for service.

ERROR 52 --  GAS VALVE LEAK, DOWNSTREAM (DUAL-FUEL ONLY).  This
ERROR is caused by a leak in either the pilot gas valve or the modulating gas valve. These
are the “downstream” gas valves. The test program may be run to determine the severity
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of the leak. See step 8 of the TEST SEQUENCE EXPLANATION section for details.
Contact the factory if the leak is severe.

*  Indicates an ERROR condition that can be temporarily bypassed.  To bypass the
ERROR, perform the following steps.  These steps will have to be performed in order to
bypass the ERROR each time the  Humidaire is started until the condition is fixed.  Some
problems may require the bypass of multiple errors before operation can occur.  While
the ALARM light is ON and the STATUS light is flashing:

• Turn the local START-STOP switch to the left (STOP) 3 times.
 
• Press the RESET button to clear the ERROR and attempt to restart the Humidaire.
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HU-60-1260 OIL-FIRED HUMIDAIRE UNIT

STUB-UPS

NO. DESCRIPTION ROUTING AND NOTES

1 HUMIDAIRE UNIT 3-PHASE POWER FROM ELEC SERVICE TO HUM UNIT.
3 WIRES 380 V 50 HZ OR
3 WIRES 415 V 50 HZ OR
3 WIRES 480 V 60 HZ
8 HP   6 KW
MOTOR STARTERS AND 120 V CONTROL
TRANSFORMER ARE IN HUM UNIT.

2 HUMIDAIRE UNIT CONTROL, A-C
WIRES

HUM UNIT CABINET TO CONSOLE 1/2”
CONDUIT, 9 - 16 GA WIRES.

3 HUMIDAIRE UNIT CONTROL,
SENSITIVE WIRES

HUM UNIT CABINET TO CONSOLE 1/2”
CONDUIT, 4 - 16 GA WIRES.   CAN SHARE
CONDUIT WITH T/C WIRES.

4 HUMIDAIRE UNIT LINT FLUE
SCANNER .  RUN OVERHEAD.

HUM UNIT TO SCANNER LOCATION IN
LINT FLUE RISER.  1/2” CONDUIT, 3 - 16 GA
WIRES.  D-C WIRES.  CAN SHARE CONDUIT
WITH T/C WIRES.

5 FUEL OIL SUPPLY FOR HUMIDAIRE
UNIT

1/2” PIPE
KEROSENE OR NO. 2 DIESEL

6 COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLY FOR
HUMIDAIRE UNIT

3/8” PIPE
80 PSI, 5.4 BARS

5 GAS SUPPLY FOR HUMIDAIRE
(DUAL-FUEL ONLY)

1” GAS SUPPLY LINE.  NATURAL GAS OR
PROPANE.  5 TO 15 PSI, 0.3 TO 1.4 BARS.  DO
NOT RUN UNDER FLOOR.

6 WATER SUPPLY FOR HUMIDAIRE
UNIT

3/4” WATER LINE, 20 PSI MIN.

7 WATER DRAINAGE LINE FOR
HUMIDAIRE UNIT

2-1/2” PVC DRAIN PIPE, 1000 GAL PER 24
HOURS TYP.
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INSTALLATION NOTES AND INSTRUCTIONS

HOISTING  When using a forklift to lift the Humidaire Unit, it is important to verify that the right fork is
inside the special bracket welded to the frame of the Humidaire Unit.  The center of gravity is behind the
base of the spray chamber, and the unit will tip over if the bracket is not around the fork. If hoisting is
desired, a hoisting ring is welded to the base frame between the control cabinet and the spray chamber.

LOCATION  If the location of the Humidaire Unit has not been specified on gin plans, it should be
located in a clean place, fairly close to the point of application of humid air.  If the pipes are insulated
(lagged), the humid air pipe can be run 80 to 100 feet (25 to 30 meters) without difficulty.

Outside the USA, some insurance companies or government authorities may require the Humidaire Unit
to be located in a room separate from cotton processing operations.

AIR PIPES  Connect air pipes in accordance with installation drawings.  IMPORTANT: Even if not
shown on drawings, make sure a slide valve is installed to regulate the flow of air through the Humidaire
Unit.  This is usually installed between the HU-60 and the fan.  It may be located on the discharge side of
the fan, especially where two valves are used to distribute humid air to two points of application.

Joints should be taped to prevent air leakage before draw bands are applied to joints.  The pipe which
conducts the humid air to the point of application is often insulated or lagged to prevent condensation.  If
the insulation has an outer covering which is impervious, then it should not be applied to the pipe joints.
Otherwise, slight leaks of vapor through the pipe joints will fill the insulation with water vapor which will
cause condensation.  Interrupting the insulation at the pipe joints allows this vapor to escape.

WATER TANK SCREEN  The water screen is shipped in the spray chamber.  It goes in the bottom of the
water tank, covering the pump intake pipe, but not the drain outlet (see Figure 6). Remove the spacers
provided which protect the float valve assembly during shipment.

ELECTRICAL  Electrical connections and troubleshooting are covered in the electrical section of this
manual.  The electrical supply required for the HU-60 is 480/60 (10 Amperes) in the US and 380/50 (12
Amperes) in other countries.

FUEL OIL   Kerosene should be used whenever it is available because of its low sulphur content.  If diesel
fuel is used the sulphur will form concentrations of sulphuric acid in the tank which will eventually

                                  Figure 6 - WATER TANK              14-3569.8
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damage water train components on the Humidaire Unit. Connect the pipe supplying the fuel oil to the gate
valve connection as indicated on the side of the control cabinet.  Make sure that the pipe supplying the
unit is free of debris and, after running the unit for several hours, check and clean the fuel oil filter on the
oil train for any residual debris it may have collected.

To prolong the life of the water train components when using diesel, the conductivity control setpoint can
be set by multiplying the cold water reading by a factor of “2” and not addding 0.5 to the result. See the
UNDERSTANDING THE DIGITAL CONDUCTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM section for explanation of the
conductivity control and adjustment instructions.  If this is done, a plentiful water supply and good
drainage will be essential as the conductivity control will purge large amounts of water in an effort to
reduce the acidity of the water.

FUEL GAS (DUAL-FUEL OPTION ONLY)  Connect the pipe supplying natural gas or LPG to the gas
cock on the gas regulator assembly.  Make sure gas supply pipe does not interfere with removing air inlet
screen.  The pipe used should be free of sand, metal chips and other debris.  Even if it is, use the gas to
flush the pipe by removing the pipe cap at the bottom of the gas regulator assembly and opening the gas
cock until clean gas comes out.

DO NOT take gas supply from downstream side of low pressure regulator serving another burner.  Go
ahead of such regulators to get a pressure of 5 to 25 PSI (0.3 to 1.7 bars).  The regulator installed in the
HU-60 will lower this to the proper level (to be adjusted by serviceman at startup).  Ordinarily, 1-inch
pipe will be adequate, but if more than one HU-60 is served or long distances are involved, refer to the
Table of RECOMMENDED MINIMUM PIPE SIZES included in this manual.

Typical full-throttle fuel consumption at 3-million BTU/Hr is as follows:  Natural gas --3,000 cubic
ft/hour (85 cubic meters/hr); Propane -- 35 gal/hr (132 liters/hr or 75 Kg/hr).

For LPG (propane or butane) installation, some gins use a large storage tank without a vaporizer.  In such
cases, make sure that your gas man installs a 15-pound regulator at the tank.  DO NOT run the high
pressure gas underground ahead of the regulator.  To do so will cause condensation of liquid LPG in your
gas line.  This will damage the HU-60 and other burners, and will create a dangerous condition.  If the gas
line in your building feels extremely cold during operation, you have liquid in your line, and you should
correct the situation immediately. For more information, refer to the Drawing LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM
GAS TANK INSTALLATION FOR HUMIDAIRE UNITS AND DRYING HEATERS included in this
manual.

Some local authorities may require piping the screened vent opening of the gas regulator to the outside of
the building.

WATER SUPPLY  Connect a 1/2-inch water supply pipe to the connection at the float valve in the water
tank.  We have provided a hydrant at this point for convenience in washing out the unit.  Supply pressure
should be at least 20 PSI (1.4 bars).

Maximum water consumption at full throttle will be about 290 gal/hr (1,098 liters/hr) of which about 85
percent is evaporated and the remainder is bled off to the drain.  Average water consumption will be much
less than this, perhaps as little as 50 gal/hr when the unit supplies humid air only to the Lint Slide Grid.

Some users have installed water softeners to minimize scale deposits in the HU-60.  Make sure the
softener cannot recharge while the HU-60 is running. If it does, the salt it puts in the water will cause
corrosion damage far more expensive than scale accumulation.  We can supply our Part No. 14000
Powdered Acid Descaler in 50-pound pails.  To remove scale, 10 pounds of the powder is added to the
water in the tank while the unit continues to operate normally.  The scale is usually removed within 24
hours.  These practices will not eliminate the need for the conductivity control bleed off system.  Please
see the UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL CONDUCTIVITY CONTROL section in this manual for details on
this.
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WATER DRAINAGE FACILITY  The HU-60 drains water through a 2 inch pipe located behind the
water tank.  Drainage is absolutely necessary for proper operation of the HU-60 because the water
evaporated by the HU-60 is distilled water.  All minerals are left behind in the machine.  The conductivity
control continuously monitors the amount of dissolved minerals in the remaining water and when this
level reaches an undesirable level, a purge valve opens releasing this water to the drainage pipe.  As this
occurs, the float valve replaces the purged water with fresh water.  The amount of water drained will vary
with the settings of the purge valve and conductivity control system but as a general rule, the drainage pit
should be capable of accepting about 1000 gallons per day.
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ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION NOTES

THREE-PHASE SUPPLY TO HUMIDAIRE UNIT   Run three-phase power to the Humidaire Unit from a
30-ampere fusible disconnect switch or circuit breaker which you will provide.  Motor starters for the
water pump, combustion air fan, and fuel pump are included in the Humidaire Unit, as well as a step
down transformer for 120-volt control power.  Use the JOG WATER PUMP button to check pump
rotation.  Look at the pump motor shaft to check proper rotation direction.  If three phase voltage supplied
does not correspond with that shown on the shipping tag of the Humidaire Unit, the overload relay on the
water pump motor starter and the connections on the control voltage transformer must be changed.

Wiring the 19000 automatic control to the Humidaire Unit is, for the most part, a wire by number
operation.  There are some things to note before connecting these.  In addition, read the warnings below
carefully.

The following rules need to be followed when wiring the thermocouple temperature sensors from the lint
slide transition and the water tank to the 19000 automatic control.

• Always use the thermocouple extension wire for the entire run from the thermocouple to the       
19000 terminal block.

 
• Never run the thermocouple wires with the power wiring (including 120 VAC control wires).  

You can run several T/C extension wires together in the same conduit with other wires marked     
sensitive on the external connection diagram.

 
• Observe the color code for the thermocouple wire.  Note that the red wire is negative and the  

white wire is positive.
 
• When wiring the thermocouples to the 19000 automatic control, it is critical to not reverse the   

water and air thermocouple lines.  Verify that each of these thermocouple lines connects with 
   the corresponding digital controller before running the unit.

WARNING!

THERMOCOUPLE WIRING  If the water temperature thermocouple in the water tank and the air
thermocouple at the lint slide are connected to the wrong terminals on the 19000 automatic control, there
is a possibility for severe heat damage to the Humidaire Unit.  Read the wiring instructions carefully and
verify the connections before operating the Humidaire Unit burner.

WARNING!

FAN INTERLOCK  The installing electrician must supply and connect a normally open interlock from
the Humid air fan between terminals 5 and 5A on the 19000 controller.  This interlock is an extra safety
device.  It turns off the burner instantly when the fan motor stop button is touched.  A relay for this
purpose is supplied on the rear terminal block of the 19000 remote control unit.  The Humidaire’s PLC
control system will verify the presence of the fan interlock before permitting operation.  If bypassed, the
Humidaire will signal this as an error later in operation.
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14900A  LINT  FLUE  SCANNER
INSTALLATION,  SETTINGS  AND  USE

APPLICATION

The 14900A control is used to determine when cotton is passing through a lint flue.  It is used with the
Samuel Jackson Humidaire Unit to operate its water pump only when cotton is being ginned.

The 14900A control has a special mount which allows the 14953 photoelectric infrared scanner to look
through a tiny window at the oncoming flow of air and lint.  When cotton is detected, the control closes its
circuit, and turns the water pump on.  A built-in time delay keeps the circuit closed even though the
presence of lint is interrupted for a few seconds.

MOUNTING THE CONTROL

The 14900A Lint Flue Scanner should be mounted in a flat area of the lint flue,  usually in the riser to the
battery condenser.  Avoid locations where elbows and offsets might divert lint away from the control.  The
14775 mount fits into a 3 x 4 inch (75 x 100 mm) rectangular hole in the wall of the flue.  The stream of
air and lint should blow against the small window.

ELECTRICAL WIRING

Be sure to follow the wiring diagram supplied with the Humidaire Unit. The 3 wires going to the 14900A
control be in a separate conduit from any power wires.

The diagram above shows the normal setting and wiring of the 14953 Photoelectric Switch, which is part
of the 14900A Lint Flue Scanner. The lower selector determines the operating mode for the scanner.  The
setting for the lint flue is LIGHT ON and OFF DELAY.

                         14953 PHOTOELECTRIC SWITCH                 14-3569.4
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ADJUSTMENT

The 14900A Lint Flue Scanner has been adjusted at the factory, but may require further adjustment. If
further adjustment is necessary:

1.  Insure that 14900A has been wired into the system correctly.  Apply power.

2.  With the 14900A installed correctly in the lint flue and with cotton coming through the lint 
     flue, the red "LIGHT" LED should be on.  The yellow "operation" LED should be on and 
     remain on until cotton is no longer present and the time delay has timed out.  If the "LIGHT"
     LED fails to turn on with cotton in the system, turn the sensitivity adjustment clockwise until 
     "LIGHT" comes on.  This adjustment is located on top of the 14900A.

3.  When no cotton is present in the lint flue, the "LIGHT" LED should be off.  If the "LIGHT" 
     LED fails to turn off, adjust sensitivity counterclockwise until it goes off.

4.  Set the sensitivity pot midway between the two operating points determined in steps 3 and 4 
     for optimum operation.  Make sure the green  "STABILITY" light illuminates in both 
          detecting and non-detecting.

5.  The off time delay is set to 2-3 seconds for enhanced operation mode and set to the maximum 
     (12 seconds)  for traditional operation mode. This maximum time setting prevents cycling the 
     water pump when using the traditional operation mode.

TROUBLESHOOTING

If the control does not operate properly, follow the steps below.  An AC voltmeter is the only test
equipment needed.

1. Remove the scanner from its mount.  Look through the window and see if cotton can be seen 
going past the window.  If not, the scanner and mount  must be moved to a better location.

 
 2. Make certain that window glass and lenses of the control are clean and dry.  An 

accumulation  of dust or lint on the window glass next to the control can affect its operation.
 

 3. Check power to 14900A, by removing switch from mount, then remove top cover.  Connect 
voltmeter across terminals 1 and 2.  With the Humidaire Unit on and running, there should 
be about 24 volts DC present.

 
 4. With the scanner seeing cotton, the same voltage should appear across terminals 4 and 2.   If 

no voltage can be found, then trouble lies elsewhere in the circuit, not in this control.

5. If control does not respond to cotton properly, see Adjustment steps 2 to 4 above.

6. If, when the switch is tested, the yellow "OPERATION" LED comes on the water pump stays 
off, check the pump wiring and overload.

The maximum load for the relay contacts in the scanner is 3 amperes at 240 volts AC.  The circuits of
Humidaire Units and Lint Slide Sprayers are within this limit.  If used for other applications with a load
greater than this, interpose a contactor or relay between the scanner and the load.  The voltage of the
power supply for the load can be different from that supplied to the scanner on terminals 1 and 2.
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GAS  PIPING
(FOR DUAL -FUEL OPTION ONLY)

Size of pipe supplying gas to heaters and other appliances should be large enough to
prevent excessive pressure losses when all of them are in use. See the following Table of
RECOMMENDED MINIMUM PIPE SIZES for heater capacities, pipe lengths, and
pressures.

Where LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gas, Propane, Butane) is used as fuel, see the following
Drawing  LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS TANK INSTALLATION FOR HUMIDAIRE
UNITS AND DRYING HEATERS  for recommended practices.

Emergency shut-off valves should be provided to permit turning off the fuel in an
emergency. They should be located so that they are accessible in an emergency situation.

IRI (Industrial Risk Insurers) and some state and local authorities require venting the gas
regulator and the normally open vent valve.

NFPA (National Fire Protection Association) 86* states:

3-3.4.3.2  Regulators shall be vented to a safe location, where vented gas cannot 
re-enter the building without extreme dilution. The terminating end shall be 
protected against water entry and bug-screened. Vent pipe shall be of adequate 
size so as to not lengthen response time.

3-3.4.3.3 Vent lines from multiple regulators, where manifolded together, shall be 
piped in such a manner that diaphragm rupture of one will not backload the 
others.

3-3.4.3.4   Vents from gas pressure switches, but from no other devices, may be 
vented into the regulator lines provided that switch or regulator diaphragm failure 
will not backload the regulator.

*  Reprinted with permission from NFPA 86-1985, Standard for Ovens
and Furnaces, copyright  ©  1985, National Fire Protection Association,

            Quincy, Mass.  02269.  This reprint of material is not the complete and
            official position of the NFPA on the referenced subject which is
            represented only by the standard in its entirety.
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TEST  SEQUENCE  EXPLANATION
HU-60-1260

SOFTWARE VERSION 1.0

PRELIMINARIES -- To test a new installation, first check that all necessary connections are made.
Standard three-phase electrical power supplies are 380 V 50 HZ, 415 V 50 HZ and 480 V 60 HZ.  The
compressed air supply should be 80 psi (5.4 bars) minimum.  The fuel supply may be kerosene.  If you try
to use a lower grade of oil, you will cause an acid buildup in the spray chamber which will decrease the
life of the Humidaire Unit.  Loosen the fuel filter assembly in the lower cabinet and carefully drain enough
fuel to wash out any debris accumulated in the pipe.

Check the spray chamber for any debris or packing material which may have accumulated there.  Close
the 2 inch drain valve at the rear of the unit and verify that the small drain on the bottom of the water
pump is closed.  Begin filling the tank with water.

Press the water pump jog button and check motor rotation.  Verify that the motor is turning in the proper
direction (indicated by the arrow on the motor).  If not, kill power and reverse two of the leads at the main
disconnect switch. The explanation below refers to the Test Sequence Outline.  The factory has made the
adjustments described before shipment.  It will be advisable to repeat Step 4 after installation to purge air
from the fuel line and make sure motors are running in proper direction.

The procedure can be used as a methodical way to correct problems.

TO ENTER TEST SEQUENCE -- Press RESET button while turning local selector switch to "0"
(STOP).  Hold both in for 5 seconds.  Watch the STATUS light for seconds count.  While still pressing
RESET button, briefly operate START switch.  This puts you in the test sequence.  The STATUS light
will confirm this by blinking once per second.  The presence of various inputs can be verified by observing
the numbered lights at the right end of the Humidaire Unit's PLC.  INPUTS are at the bottom.  OUTPUTS
are at the top. The STEP NUMBER will be shown on the LCD digital display on the sequence panel SP.

STEP 0 -- After releasing RESET button, press it once to proceed.

STEP 1 -- Observe the condition of inputs outlined below.  The operation of the remote and local start-
stop switches and other inputs can be tested while observing the input LED's.  While in this step only,
pressing the WATER PUMP JOG BUTTON will check the STATUS light, remote FLAME light, and
ALARM light for proper operation.
Press RESET to proceed.

CONDITION OF INPUTS AND TEST LIGHTS:
0000 JOG WATER PUMP OFF (TEST BY PRESSING)
0001 WATER PRESSURE SWITCH OFF
0002 RESET OFF
0003 LINT FLUE SCANNER OFF
0006 OIL LOW PRESS SWITCH OFF
0007 OIL HIGH PRESS SWITCH ON
0008 ATM AIR SWITCH OFF
0009 AIR HI TEMP SWITCH ON
0010 COMBUSTION AIR PRESS OFF
0011 LOCAL STOP ON  (TEST BY TURNING)
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0012 LOCAL START OFF (TEST BY TURNING)
0101 GAS LOW PRESSURE SWITCH OFF (DUAL-FUEL ONLY)
0106 REMOTE WATER PUMP SWITCH OFF
0015 FLAME OFF

STEP 2 -- Test the water pump, valves, and conductivity control. It is a good idea to turn on the humid air
fan during this step to help prevent water spray from wetting the burner head.  To energize the water
pump, press the WATER PUMP JOG BUTTON on panel SP.  In this step only, pressing this button will
toggle the pump on and off permitting you to make the necessary adjustments with both hands.  In all
other modes of operation, it is a momentary jog button only.

TESTING AND ADJUSTING THE MOTORIZED WATER VALVE

With the water pump running, turn the START-STOP selector switch to the right to open the modulating
water valve.  Center position will freeze its movement.  Turn the switch to the left to close the valve.
Valve position is indicated by the slot on the center shaft of the butterfly valve.  When the slot is parallel
to the pipe, the valve is fully open.  Adjust the linkage accordingly and then freeze the valve halfway
open.

TESTING AND ADJUSTING THE DIGITAL CONDUCTIVITY CONTROLLER

The conductivity control should be showing a red digital display of water conductivity at this time.  Verify
that the Conductivity System Power switch is set to ON and the Purge Valve Control switch is set to OFF.
Read the value displayed on the controller.  This is the conductivity with cold fresh water.  Write this
reading down for future reference and leave it with the service manual.

The conductivity of the water will rise with increased water temperature and mineral buildup.  For a
precision reading, the control is externally compensated for a water temperature of 127 F (53 C).  To
calculate the best water conductivity setpoint, multiply the cold fresh water reading by a factor of  “2” and
add 0.5 to the result (EXAMPLE: Cold fresh water reading is 0.60.  [(0.60 X 2)] + 0.5 = 1.70 Calculated
setpoint for water conductivity).

The calculated setpoint can be entered into the controller by pressing the HI SET button and turning the
small adjustment screw located next to the HI SET button.  When the display reads the desired value (1.70
in our example), release the HI SET button.  This operation will normally be performed only once on the
Humidaire Unit.  The setting may need to be adjusted when the water supply quality is changed, or if
more frequent purging is desired for maintenance reasons.

The Purge Valve Control switch should normally be set the AUTO position.  This position will enable the
conductivity controller to control the purge valve.  For valve testing purposes, set this switch to the ON
position and observe water flow through the Humidaire Unit’s drainage system.  Is this flow impeded by
the drainage system?

In order for the conductivity control system to work with maximum effectiveness, it is necessary to keep
the adjustment cock (located just after the purge valve) wide open.  The cock is provided to limit the flow
rate from the unit’s purging system in the event that higher flow rates cannot be accommodated by the
gin’s drainage system.

TESTING THE DIGITAL WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

The digital temperature controller located on the right of the 19000 remote control should be on at this
time.  This controller has been pretuned by the factory for best operation with the HU-60-1260.  If the
tuning has been corrupted or changed and a return to the original factory setting is desired, use the
following tuning parameters:
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Prop Band 10.0
Rate 0.10

Reset (min)     1.0 Min
The temperature indicated should correspond to the water temperature inside the water tank.

After checking for water leaks, press RESET to proceed to step 3.

STEP 3 -- This step tests the modulating motor on the fuel valve at the burner head.  You may turn the
humid air fan off at this step.  In addition, it tests the electronic drive for the motor. Turning the local
start-stop switch to the start position applies 20mA DC to the drive, which should open the valve to the
full fire position.  Releasing the switch will freeze its motion permitting adjustment to the linkage.
Turning it to stop removes the DC current from the drive, which should bring it to the low fire position.
As the valve approaches the low fire position, observe input light 0004 (low fire switch) on the PLC to
make sure that it turns on only at the low fire position.  The operation of the low fire switch LFS is
checked by the PLC during the preburn routine. As with the combustion air switch, the PLC will not
permit the burner to start unless LFS operates properly.  Adjust the switch by rotating its cam on the shaft.

The digital temperature controller located on the left of the 19000 remote control should be on at this
time.  This controller has been pretuned by the factory for best operation with the HU- 60-1260.  If the
tuning has been corrupted or changed and a return to the original factory setting is desired, use the
following tuning parameters:

Prop Band 15.0
Rate 0.20

Reset (min) 0.25 Min

Press RESET to proceed to Step 4.

STEP 4 -- The fuel pump and combustion air fan are started at this step.  Verify that both motors are
turning in the proper direction (indicated by the arrows on the motors).  If not, kill power and reverse two
of the leads at the proper motor starter.  Return to this step in the test program.

If this is a new installation, it will be necessary to purge the fuel line.  Open the cock at the burner head
and place a container beneath the clear plastic tube coming from the cock.  Turn the start-stop selector
switch at the burner control panel to the start position.  This will open the fuel valve in the lower cabinet
and begin opening the fuel valve at the burner head. Watch the fuel rise in the flowmeter, and spill into
the container. When it becomes clear with no air bubbles, release the switch, then close the cock.  The oil
pressure should be steady.

Observe the oil pressure, which normally should be 45 psi. This pressure determines the maximum heat
output of the burner.  If necessary, adjust the pressure with the fuel pressure relief valve FPR in the lower
cabinet.  FPR has an adjusting screw under its cap.

The oil low pressure switch OLP (left) should turn OFF input light 0006 on the PLC when the pressure
falls below 30 psi (2 bars).  Adjust OLP if necessary.  The oil high pressure switch OHP (right) is factory
set to turn OFF input light 0007 at about 80 psi (5.4 bars).

Press RESET to proceed to Step 5.

STEP 5 -- Step 5 opens the atomizing air valve.  Adjust air pressure regulator APR so air pressure at the
gauge after the regulator is equal to the fuel pressure.  Now, slowly close the gate valve in the air supply
pipe to reduce the air pressure. Atomizing air pressure switch AAP should turn OFF input light 0008 on
the PLC when the pressure falls below 30 psi (2 bars).  Adjust AAP if necessary.

Press RESET to proceed to Step 6.
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STEP 6 -- This step will enable the combustion air fan.  Turn the START-STOP switch to "1" to turn it
ON and "0" to turn it OFF in this step only.  The combustion air pressure switch CAP has been adjusted to
operate at a pressure of 1" (25 mm) pressure.  Input 0010 on the PLC should be ON when the combustion
air fan is ON, and be OFF when combustion air pressure is not present.  In the operation sequence, the
PLC tests this switch for Error 33.  If the switch is stuck closed, the burner will not start.

Press RESET to proceed to Step 7.

STEP 7 -- Turn on the pull fan for the Humidaire Unit.  Verify that the spray chamber door is in place
and that air is being drawn through the burner duct by removing the air inlet screen and placing your
hand next to the burner head.

If the fan interlock relay has been wired correctly, Input 0103 should be illuminated on the PLC.  It should
be off whenever the fan is turned off.

Adjust the air flow switch on the Humidaire Unit.  Remove the aluminum cover of the air flow switch and
note the adjustment screw on the right hand side.  Turn this screw to the right until Input 0005 is off.
Now turn the screw back to the left just until it comes back on.  Replace the cover.

OPERATION MODE

Operation mode may be changed in step 7 if desired.  The unit is shipped ready to operate in “enhanced
mode”.  If  “traditional mode” is active, the ALARM light on the local control panel will flash rapidly
only in step 7 to indicate that traditional model is active.  Turn the selector switch on the local panel to the
left to enable enhanced mode and to the right to enable traditional mode.  If the humid air fan cannot be
turned on at this time to allow progression to step 8, simply turn off power at the control power circuit
breaker to the PLC.  The operation mode will be retained in battery-backed memory.  The two modes of
operation are briefly described below.

ENHANCED OPERATION

This is a new mode of operation that reduces pump cycling and speeds up response time following a pause
in ginning.  Control action in the enhanced mode is as follows.  When cotton flow stops, the water pump
continues to run and the water valve moves to the closed position placing the unit in a “standby” state. If
cotton flow resumes within 1-1/2 minutes, the valve position is restored and humid air returns quickly to
the system.  If 1-1/2 minutes pass without cotton, the water pump is turned off until cotton flow is sensed
once again.  The internal off-delay timer remains in effect for the scanner signal in this mode.

TRADITIONAL OPERATION

Traditional operation is identical to the normal operation of older Humidaire Units.  In this mode, the
water pump is turned off each time cotton flow stops.  This has the advantage of immediately stopping all
humid air output from the unit (as opposed to a gradual decrease over a period of 1 to 1-1/2 minutes.  It
has the disadvantage of taking several minutes to stabilize the system after the water pump and controller
are restarted.  Traditional mode of operation may be needed when operating a Humidaire Unit on an
unforgiving system or in a cold climate.

Press RESET to proceed with step 8.  (Inputs 0005 and 0103 must be on) (Main fan must be ON)

STEP 8 -- This step is for units set up to burn both liquid and gaseous fuel (Dual-Fuel Option).  Press
RESET if this is not applicable.
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Turn the START-STOP selector switch to the right to open the safety shut off valve (SSOV1) and charge
the gas train with a small amount of gas.  It will take approximately 10 seconds for the valve to fully open
and approximately 1 second for it to close. Observe the gas pressure gauge.  Gas pressure should be set for
1.4-1.6 psi.  Remove the regulator cap and adjust if needed.
Releasing the switch to the center position will close the SSOV1.

Turn the switch to the left to open the pilot gas valve (PV).  This will relieve the pressure in the gas
cavity.  The gas pressure switch should be set to open at approximately 0.7 psi.  Observe Input 0101 on
the PLC to verify that it comes on when the switch is turned to the right and goes off when the switch is
turned to the left.

Before leaving step 8, charge the gas cavity by turning the switch to the right.  Release the switch.
Observe the gas pressure gauge closely and verify that the pressure is not falling.  Falling pressure
indicates a downstream gas valve is leaking.  Now turn the switch to the left and evacuate the cavity.
Release the switch.  Observe the gauge and verify that pressure is not building up.  This would indicate an
upstream gas valve is leaking.

Press RESET to proceed with Step 9.  (Inputs 0005 and 0103 must be on)

STEP 9 -- Turn the selector switch to the fuel desired (Dual-Fuel Option Only).

Press RESET to confirm your fuel choice and continue.  (Inputs 0005 and 0103 must be on)

STEP 10 -- This step will test the ignition transformer and the ignition light.  Turn the start-stop selector
switch to START to test the ignition transformer and light.  The flame light must remain OFF with the
spark ON or the PLC will, during the operating sequence, shut down the burner with Error 39.  If the
flame light is ON, the orifice disk in the UV Flame Scanner MP is missing or is too large.

Press RESET to proceed to step 11.  (Input 0005 and 0103 must be on)

STEP 11 -- Steps 11 through 15 will be done automatically by the PLC.  The combustion air fan is turned
OFF in Step 10 if liquid fuel is being used.  Input 0010 on the PLC must go OFF for the sequence to
proceed if oil was selected as the desired fuel.

STEP 12 -- The fuel oil valve is opened (or the pilot gas valve is opened) and ignition is started.  There is
a limit of 15 seconds permitted for this step.

STEP 13 -- Stabilization period for the flame (1.5 seconds).

STEP 14 -- The combustion air fan is restarted when flame is established (except in gas operation where
the fan does not turn off).  The burner will run for 90 seconds warming up all system components before
humid air is generated.

STEP 15 -- The water pump will be energized (Lint Flue Scanner is defeated here in the test program)
and will run for 10 minutes. Test may be terminated early by turning stop switch. Note that the remote
water pump switch need NOT be in the ON position in order for the water pump to run in this portion of
the test program. The modulating motors on the fuel valve and water valve are freed to respond to the
19000 Controller.  Key in temperature set point of 58 degrees C (136 F) for the air and 54 degrees C (130
F) for the water. These are typical settings.  Verify that each reading stabilizes and remains steady after a
few minutes.
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DESCRIPTION --  Two adjustable internal timers are present in the PLC.  One timer is an ON-DELAY
timer providing an adjustable, mandatory warmup time prior to water pump operation.  The second timer
is an OFF-DELAY timer for the water pump.  This function has previously been provided by the internal
timer in the photoscanner (lint slide installations) or has not been present (conditioning hopper
installations).

It is recommended that a qualified technician perform the field adjustment of the two internal timers.
Valid timing ranges for each timer are from 1 to 9,999 seconds (2.76 hours).

ACCESS OF THE ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM --  Access is provided through a password routine and
no electrical wiring is necessary.  The routine is similar to that for the test program.  Press the RESET
button while turning the local selector switch to “0” (STOP).  Hold both in for 5 seconds.  Watch the
STATUS light for seconds count.  While still pressing RESET button, release the selector switch to the
mid-position (DO NOT turn it to the right or the test program will be activated) and momentarily press
the JOG WATER PUMP BUTTON.  This activates the timer adjustment mode.  The STATUS light will
confirm this by blinking rapidly at 5 times per second while in this mode.

ADJUSTMENT OVERVIEW --  The local control panel of the HU-60-1260 acts as the adjustment
mechanism for both time delays.  The ALARM/ERROR display shows the new time delay entry values in
units of seconds, the RESET button clears the display in preparation for a new entry, the START-STOP
selector switch advances (advances only, will not decrement) the display to the desired value, and the JOG
WATER PUMP button will place the displayed value into the PLC memory.

ADJUSTING THE WARM-UP TIME DELAY --  Turn the START-STOP selector switch to the right
(START position).  The ALARM/ERROR display advances rapidly (5 counts/second).  The displayed
units are seconds.  For a one minute delay, hold the switch in position for approximately 12 seconds (until
the displayed value is about 60).  If 60 is significantly overshot, press RESET to clear the value and try
again from the 0 value.  When satisfied with the displayed value, press JOG WATER PUMP once to place
the value into memory.  The factory setting for this value is 90 seconds.

ADJUSTING THE WATER PUMP OFF-DELAY TIME --  Turn the START-STOP selector switch to
the left (STOP position).  The ALARM/ERROR display advances rapidly (5 counts/second).  The
displayed units are seconds.  For a one minute delay, hold the switch in position for approximately 12
seconds (until the displayed value is about 60).  If 60 is significantly overshot, press RESET to clear the
value and try again from the 0 value.  When satisfied with the displayed value, press JOG WATER PUMP
once to place the value into memory.  The factory setting for this value is 10 seconds.

SPECIAL NOTES --  The last START-STOP selector switch position (however brief) determines the
memory location of the new timer value when JOG WATER PUMP is pressed.  It will be necessary
however, to make sure that the display is cleared to 0 when first starting the adjustment program so that
synchronization with internal counters is assured.

If a return to factory default is desired, press the JOG WATER PUMP BUTTON after pressing RESET for
each timer value.  This will enter a time value of 0.  A 0 value for time delays will force a return to factory
default time values.  If the PLC’s battery is depleted (after approximately 5 years), factory default values
for all timers will be restored automatically if power is removed from the Humidaire Unit for more than
one hour.

SETTING THE INTERNAL TIME DELAY RELAYS
SOFTWARE VERSION 1.0 AND LATER
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COMPLETION --  Power can be turned off or the timer adjustment program can be exited in exactly the
same way as the test program.  Turn the local selector switch to the left (STOP) and press RESET at the
same time.  Normal operation can then resume.
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TEST  SEQUENCE
 HU-60-1260

FOR SOFTWARE VERSION 1.0

STEP ACTION TAKING PLACE CONDITION FOR NEXT STEP

0 NONE -- START TEST PROGRAM RESET

1 OBSERVE CONDITION OF INPUTS: RESET
0000 JOG WATER PUMP OFF (PRESS TO TEST LIGHTS FOR STATUS,

REM FLA, & ALM)
0001 WATER PRESSURE OFF
0002 RESET OFF
0003 LINT FLUE SCANNER OFF
0005 AIR FLOW SW ON (OFF IF FAN IS OFF)
0006 OIL LOW PRESSURE OFF
0007 OIL HIGH PRESSURE ON
0008 ATOM. AIR PRESSURE OFF
0009 HI TEMP LIMIT ON
0010 COMB. AIR PRESSURE OFF
0011 LOCAL STOP ON (TEST BY TURNING)
0012 LOCAL START OFF (TEST BY TURNING)
0103 REMOTE STOP ON (OFF IF FAN IS OFF)
0105 FLAME OFF
0107 WATER PUMP OVERLD OFF

2 TEST WATER PUMP & VALVE RESET TO PROCEED
START: TO OPEN
CENTER: TO FREEZE POSITION
STOP: TO CLOSE
SET COND CTRL & PURGE VALVE
CHECK WATER CTRL TUNING

3 TEST FUEL VALVE ACTUATOR MOTOR
AND ADJUST LOW FIRE SWITCH AND
LINKAGE

RESET TO PROCEED

START: TO OPEN
CENTER: TO FREEZE POSITION
STOP: TO CLOSE
CHECK AIR TEMP CTRL TUNING.

4 START OIL PUMP, PURGE FUEL.
(USE DRAIN COCK AT BURNER HEAD)

RESET TO PROCEED

5 TEST ATOMIZING AIR RESET TO PROCEED

6 TEST COMBUSTION AIR FAN
ADJUST COMB AIR PRESSURE SW

RESET TO PROCEED

7 TEST HUMID AIR FAN
SET OPERATION MODE

RESET + 0005 + 0103 TO PROCEED
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STEP ACTION TAKING PLACE CONDITION FOR NEXT STEP

8 GAS VALVE  LEAK TEST (DUAL FUEL ONLY) RESET + 0005 + 0103 TO PROCEED
ADJUST GAS LOW PRESS. SWITCH
START: OPENS SSOV
STOP: OPENS PV

9 CHECK FUEL SELECTOR SW STATUS RESET + 0005 + 0103 TO PROCEED

10 TEST IGN TRANS AND IGN LIGHTS RESET AND NO FLAME SIGNALS TO
PROCEED

START: TURNS ON IGT TRANS
(FLAME LIGHT MUST STAY OFF)

11 COMBUSTION AIR KILLED IF OIL
COMBUSTION AIR NOT KILLED IF GAS

RESET + 0005 + 0103 +0004 AND
NOT 0010 (OIL)

12 OPEN OIL VALVE IF OIL
OPEN PILOT VALVE IF GAS
15 SEC TRY FOR IGNITION

0105 (FLAME) + 0005 (AIR FLOW)

13 SET FLAME 1.5 SEC

14 RESTART COMBUSTION AIR FAN (OIL)
FREE BURNER ACTUATOR MOTOR
SYSTEM WARMUP PERIOD

90 SEC

15 WATER PUMP ON, FREE WATER VALVE
MOTOR, 10 MIN TEST.
SCANNER IS DEFEATED HERE.

10 MIN, 0002 (RESET), NOT 0103 (REM
STOP), NOT 0011 (LOCAL STOP), NOT
0105 (FLAME), OR NOT 0005 (AIR FLOW)
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COMPONENT  LIST
 HU-60-1260

NAME
SYMBOL PART NUMBER, MFR’s TYPE LOCATION

AAP ATOMIZING AIR PRESSURE SWITCH
14392 SWITCH UNIT PB-10A
14391 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER RF10A11

UPPER CABINET

AAV ATOMIZING AIR VALVE
13598, 25005

UPPER CABINET

AFS AIR FLOW SWITCH
16188, PC-301

UPPER CABINET

AHT AIR HIGH TEMPERATURE SWITCH
14392 SWITCH UNIT PB-10A
14393 TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCER KJ-
11A1

UPPER CABINET

APR AIR PRESSURE REGULATOR
13594A, R07-200-RNKA

UPPER CABINET

CAF COMPRESSED AIR FILTER
13593A, F07-200-MITA

UPPER CABINET

CAP COMBUSTION AIR PRESSURE SWITCH
16188, PC-301

UPPER CABINET

CB CIRCUIT BREAKER
17427, NRS 1100
17413, SOCKET FOR BREAKER

UPPER CABINET

CC CONDUCTIVITY CONTROL
19148, 404135

UPPER CABINET

CT CONTROL VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER
16480, CLASS 5802, TYPE SBE, 50/60 HZ

BOX BELOW
DISCONNECT
SWITCH

ED ELECTRONIC DRIVE, 4-20
14845, CP-8391

BURNER,
WATER TRAIN

FF FUEL FLOW METER
13319, 2-20 GPH 26989

BURNER

FLR FLAME RELAY
16236, R7023C1001

UPPER CABINET
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COMPONENT  LIST,  CONTINUED
HU-60-1260

NAME
SYMBOL PART NUMBER, MFR’s TYPE LOCATION

FM FAN MOTOR, 2HP
14375, VM 3555T

BURNER

*FOS FUEL OPTION SWITCH
17850, SJMC

UPPER CABINET

FOV FUEL OIL VALVE
16384, M8263B206V

LOWER CABINET

FP FUEL PUMP
14753, 1300099

LOWER CABINET

FPR FUEL PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE
12385, VJ-2W/WS

LOWER CABINET

*GLPS GAS LOW PRESSURE SWITCH
16643, PB-41B
16645, RD40A11

GAS TRAIN
CABINET

*GPG GAS PRESSURE GAGE
11278, 9851933, 0-5 PSI

GAS TRAIN
CABINET

IG IGNITION ELECTRODE
14200, IP-19

BURNER

IGT IGNITION TRANSFORMER
11172, 612-6A7

UPPER CABINET

LFS LOW FIRE SWITCH
16848, BZE6-2RN80

BURNER

LP LOCAL PANEL COMPLETE
19100, SJMC

UPPER CABINET

MC1 WATER PUMP MOTOR STARTER
16854A, LC1D1210F7

UPPER CABINET

MC2 COMBUSTION FAN MOTOR STARTER
14854A, LC1D0910G6

UPPER CABINET

MC3 FUEL PUMP MOTOR STARTER
14854A, LC1D0910G6

UPPER CABINET
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COMPONENT  LIST,  CONTINUED
HU-60-1260

NAME
SYMBOL PART NUMBER, MFR’s TYPE LOCATION

MM50,
MM60

MODULATING MOTOR FOR TCV
16614, MP5-2150 (50 HZ)
14824, MP-2150 (60 HZ)

BURNER,
WATER TRAIN

MOL 1 WATER PUMP OVERLOAD
14856A, LR2D1312

UPPER CABINET

MOL2 COMBUSTION FAN OVERLOAD
14736A, LR2D1308

UPPER CABINET

MOL3 FUEL PUMP OVERLOAD
14737A, LR2D1305

UPPER CABINET

MP MINIPEEPER, UV FLAME DETECTOR
12794, C7027A

BURNER

OHP OIL HIGH PRESSURE SWITCH
16647, PB-11B
TRANSDUCER FOR OHP
16668, RF10A42

LOWER CABINET

OLP OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCH
16647, PB-11B
TRANSDUCER FOR OLP
16668, RF10A42

LOWER CABINET

ONOZ OIL NOZZLE SUBASSEMBLY
16511, 36546515SPEBC-3SP

BURNER

OPM FUEL PUMP MOTOR, 1/3HP
14735, M3458

LOWER CABINET

PLC PLC COMPLETE ASSEMBLY
19404, CQM1 11-E

UPPER CABINET

*PV PILOT VALVE
17218, 804098

GAS TRAIN
CABINET

SCR1 FUEL STRAINER 1/4 INCH
09991, 8600
FUEL STRAINER SCREEN, 1/4 INCH
09992, 88-282-1

BURNER
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COMPONENT  LIST,  CONTINUED
HU-60-1260

NAME
SYMBOL PART NUMBER, MFR’s TYPE LOCATION

SCR2 FUEL STRAINER 1/4 INCH
09991, 8600
FUEL STRAINER SCREEN, 1/4 INCH
09992, 88-282-1

LOWER CABINET

SS SURGE SUPRESSOR
16191, ZX-5000

UPPER CABINET

TCA THERMOCOUPLE, EXPOSED TIP
16900B, SK042589LH-8

HUMID AIR PIPE

TCW THERMOCOUPLE, UNGROUNDED
14660A, 2000-J-S

WATER TANK

WBV BUTTERFLY WATER VALVE
14980A, SJMC

WATER TRAIN

WCS WATER CONDUCTIVITY SENSOR
14532, E-1A

WATER TRAIN

WPG1 WATER PRESSURE GAGE
11277B, 0-60 PSI

WATER TRAIN

WPG2 WATER PRESSURE GAGE
19127, 9425616

WATER TRAIN

WPM WATER PUMP MOTOR, 5HP
14975, JMM 3613T

LOWER CABINET

WPV WATER PURGE VALVE
18639, BURKERT 452471X

WATER TRAIN

WPS WATER PRESSURE SWITCH
19183, 9013 FRG22J19

UPPER CABINET

WP50 WATER PUMP, 50 HZ, LESS MOTOR
14973, 4BF50 SJM

LOWER CABINET

WP60 WATER PUMP, 60 HZ, LESS MOTOR
14972, 4BF60 SJM

LOWER CABINET
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SUPPLEMENTAL   SECTION

Following is information on options and accessories for moisture systems. More detailed
information may be shipped to you under separate cover for your particular system.

LINT SLIDE GRID

The LINT SLIDE GRID ENHANCEMENTS AND OPTIONS drawing gives tips for improving the
performance of LINT SLIDE GRID installations. A separate manual is shipped with the LINT
SLIDE GRID. The manual covers suggested installation of the grids and gives recommendations
on the air return hood, moist air fan, and pipe sizes.

16920 HOT AIR MIX VALVE

Some moisture systems require a source for a small quantity of dry, hot air. This air is applied to
surfaces subject to condensation. Applications include drying off the condenser screen of special
moisture battery condensers and warming jackets surrounding lint slide surfaces. The 16920 HOT
AIR MIX VALVE is an accessory that attaches to the top of the square burner duct of the
Humidaire Unit to provide a temperature regulated dry air source. Following is the ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS diagram and APPLICATIONS drawing for the valve.

SEED COTTON CONDITIONING HOPPERS

SAMUEL JACKSON CONDITIONING HOPPERS are used for restoring some moisture to seed
cotton before ginning in order to preserve fiber quality. A Humidaire Unit provides the moist air.
These special hoppers are installed between the conveyor distributor and the gin stand feeder. They
are available to fit most gin stand types. Double air entry hoppers are available for high capacity
stands. Included in this section are electrical schematics for connecting the 13850 RELAY PANEL
to single and double entry conditioning hoppers.

When cotton is not flowing through a hopper, an air valve at the hopper closes off the moist air to
prevent saturating the cotton. To prevent disturbing the air flow through the Humidaire Unit, the
13860 RELIEF PLUG ASSEMBLY is included with Conditioning Hoppers. This device
automatically relieves the excess moist air not going to the hoppers. When cotton flow begins
again, the moist air is immediately available to the hopper. An installation drawing for the Relief
Plug Assembly is included in this section.
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